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Introduction

INTRODUCTION

BY THE TIME YOU LEAVE THIS CAMP, BY THE TIME YOU JOIN YOUR NEW PLATOON, YOU 
WILL BE A WEAPON, A PATHFINDER, A MINISTER OF DEATH, PRAYING FOR WAR!

Ready to join the elite, Trooper?  This book details 
the Pathfinder platoons, widely regarded by SICON Military 
Intelligence as the elite forces of the Mobile Infantry.  

All troopers of the Mobile Infantry have the respect and 
gratitude of the civilians and citizens of the Federation.  Despite 
the destruction of Buenos Aires that marked the true beginning 
of the Arachnid War, Earth remains a peaceful and prosperous 
place and its inhabitants know they have the Mobile Infantry and 
Mighty Fleet to thank for that.  On colony worlds where clashes 

with the Arachnids come with alarming regularity, support for 
the military forces of the Federation tends to be much stronger.

The Pathfinders are a cut above the average trooper, even though 
few civilians or citizens are aware of their existence.  They are 
the troopers that other troopers look up to, the highly trained 
elite.  It is the Pathfinders that reconnoitre important strategic 
positions behind the Arachnid line.  They are the troopers 
tasked with extracting squads cut off by swarms of warrior bugs 
or entering bug holes to assassinate a potent brain bug.  They 
are granted the best equipment and training the Federation can 
provide but in return are expected to complete missions that 
other forces within the Mobile Infantry would deem suicidal.

SNIPER TEAM, ZERO IN – PUT THAT 
BUG ON ITS KNEES!

The Pathfinder Army Book has the following 
sections, detailing this new Mobile Infantry 
force.

Army List:  The complete Pathfinder army 
list, allowing you to use these elite troopers in 
games of Starship Troopers as either a complete 

army or part of a much larger force.

Hobby Section:  A section packed with gorgeous 
photographs of painted Pathfinders bravely battling the 
enemies of Mankind.  Includes a complete painting guide 
designed to get your Pathfinders onto the table as quickly 
as possible.

The Pathfinder Armoury:  The Pathfinders have access 
to the most advanced equipment and weaponry available 

to the Mobile Infantry, some of it still officially classified as 
experimental.  This section contains all the rules you will need 

to use this equipment in your army.

The Tip of the Spear:  Additional background and gaming 
information for players using the Pathfinders in the Starship 
Troopers Miniatures Game.
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Selection to Special Ops

SELECTION TO 
SPECIAL OPS

The deadliest weapon in the galaxy is a Pathfinder 
and his Morita.  It is your killer instinct which must 
be harnessed if you expect to survive in combat.  
Your rifle is only a tool.  It is a hard heart that kills.  
If your killer instincts are not clean and strong 
you will hesitate at the moment of truth.  You will 
not kill.  You will become dead Pathfinders and 
then you’ll be in hell because Pathfinders are not 
allowed to die without permission. Do you maggots 
understand?

The official role of the Pathfinders is to conduct 
special reconnaissance, unconventional warfare and, in theory, 
counter-terrorism missions throughout the Federation.  
Unofficially, this can simply be boiled down to performing 
missions that even cap troopers find impossible.  Washout rates 
during Selection and training are high, and casualty rates among 
Pathfinder units can be terrible.  However, they remain among 
the best humanity has to offer on the modern battlefield and 
members are extremely well-equipped to complete their assigned 
tasks.

SELECTION
Rumours, legends and even myths surround the selection process 
troopers must undertake to be accepted into a Pathfinders 
platoon.  Tales are told of exceptionally high casualty rates, 
brutal Military Intelligence interrogations and suicidal missions.  
There is truth in some of this but the Pathfinders have always 
been a little mysterious in how they are selected and their true 
role within the Mobile Infantry.

In theory, all a trooper has to do in order to begin the selection 
process is inform his commanding officer of his wish and 
then await the next recruitment period.  In practice, whether 
a trooper gets put forward or not is very much down to the 
desires of this officer and he may be refused for any number of 
reasons.  It is not unknown for an officer to simply not pass on a 
request because he values a trooper’s contribution to his platoon, 
but most recruits are turned down due to a failure to meet 
physical and mental guidelines dictated by SICON.  The level 

of fitness required to make it through the first stages of selection 
is incredibly high and it has been estimated that only 5% of all 
Mobile Infantry troopers meet this standard.  The purpose of 
the whole selection process is to whittle this 5% down to a mere 
few hundred.

The bureaucratic hurdles of getting past commanding officers 
and SICON analysts on the basis of past military record and 
physical fitness are by no means easy to accomplish.  Any 
infraction on a trooper’s record can mean instant dismissal from 
the process.  It is often assumed that the Pathfinders are looking 
for absolute heroes of the highest loyalty and intelligence while 
at the peak of their physical fitness.  While such candidates are 
gratefully received, some troopers are surprised when accepted, as 
any trooper who has served for any great length of time normally 
has at least one secret they are none too proud of.

Once accepted to the first stages of selection, the troopers’ 
nightmares really begin.  Designed by General Malcolm Barrett, 
the course has changed very little over the years, being aimed at 
weeding out those who are unsuitable and pushing to the limit 
those who make the grade.  Fatalities are not unknown and little 
has been done to enhance safety though Pathfinder instructors 
are wary about wasting good troopers needlessly.

Selection is long and tough.  It begins with a ‘build-up’ week 
on the Pathfinder’s assault course in the Yukon, followed by the 
legendary Endurance March across the Canadian Rockies.  The 
physical requirements of this combination alone weeds out 90% 
of the applicants and the rest of the wash-outs will fail during the 
examination process that comes after.  This consists of multiple 
tests covering history, philosophy, mathematics, tactics and a 
variety of other disciplines.  If this were not enough, Military 
Intelligence then swings in with numerous psych-evaluations 
that are designed to probe for the weaknesses in a trooper’s 
personality.

If a trooper can pass all these tests with flying colours, he 
stands a good chance of being selected for Pathfinder training.  
However, simply passing is not sufficient, as there are limited 
places available in existing Pathfinder platoons and only the top 
few percent will be accepted.  That said, more places have been 
opened since the start of the Arachnid War.
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PATHFINDER TRAINING
It has been said that if selection was tough, then training for 
a Pathfinder platoon is ten times harder.  In truth, troopers at 
this stage are expected to excel at every opportunity – make no 
mistake, the men and women who make it this far are dedicated 
individuals, determined to succeed at everything they attempt 
and utterly loyal to the Federation.  A more patriotic group of 
troopers is hard to find.

Pathfinder training takes another sixteen weeks and covers 
Standard Operating Procedures, tunnel fighting tactics and 
familiarisation on all the specialist equipment available to 
the platoons.  The Combat and Survival Phase ends with an 
escape and evasion exercise, in which candidates are released 
into a variety of terrain types and expected to avoid capture 
by a qualified Pathfinder platoon.  Irrespective of capture (and 
virtually all trainees are captured), all troopers are put through 
intensive SICON interrogation training.  This is the source of 
many of the rumours about Pathfinder selection but though it 
can seem brutal to the participants, no one has yet died from 
over-powered probes from psychics.  While psychics are indeed 
used to gauge mental resilience, the procedures concentrate more 
on sleep and sensory deprivation, starvation and psychological 
tricks aimed at lowering a trooper’s resistance to questioning.

Those who pass this phase will then undergo terrain specialisation 
and low-level drop training.  Though rarely performed 
against Arachnid forces, low level drops using M2 capsules 

are sometimes used to evade detection when deploying in a 
battle zone.  A Slingshot drop boat flies at high speeds and low 
altitudes, dropping its platoon within seconds before continuing 
on its flight path or rocketing back up to orbit.  This is a highly 
dangerous manoeuvre as the drop capsules have very little time 
to fire their braking rockets and locate a suitable landing spot.  
This requires very quick reflexes on the part of the trooper and 
any casualties are always fatal.

Even after all this, there is still one hurdle for troopers to cross.  
They are required to swim 2 miles in armour that has its power 
reduced, carrying a Morita.  Only after this will the trooper 
receive his coveted winged spear badge and be assigned to an 
active Pathfinder platoon.

MISSIONS
Ostensibly, Pathfinders are used in a variety of small scale 
missions that require special skills, highly trained troopers 
and diverse equipment.  In the past this has meant high-risk 
reconnaissance, hostage rescue, assassinations, sabotage and the 
like.  With the coming of the Arachnid War, the Pathfinders 
have become a lot more specialised as the enemy they face now 
is a far cry from the usual colony rebels and alien raiders they 
have fought in the past.

The missions the Pathfinders have recently become renowned 
for are those where they descend into bug holes to fulfil their 
objectives.  Fighting on the Arachnids’ home ground is perhaps 
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the most dangerous duty any Mobile Infantry trooper can 
perform and even among the highly trained Pathfinders, casualty 
rates can be high.  These missions are never undertaken lightly 
and have specific targets, be they the elimination of a brain bug 
detected in the sector, a sweep of tunnels clustered around a 
critical objective or a surprise attack on an important surface 
target.  Pathfinders prepped for these missions are usually armed 
with a high proportion of flamer weapons in order to stall the 
inevitable bug attacks.  The heavy Shredder support cannon also 
finds favour in this environment, as its heavy weight of firepower 
can allow a single trooper to hold a tunnel by himself if he is 
required to.

High-risk reconnaissance remains an important task for the 
Pathfinders and they are often the first into a battle zone to 
forge a path for other Mobile Infantry platoons.  In larger scale 
actions, they are sometimes deployed in conjunction with power 
suit and Marauder companies in search and destroy missions, 
locating specific targets such as brain and plasma bugs, using 
their expertise to annihilate threats to the larger force before 
they can be brought to bear in battle.  In protracted campaigns, 
Pathfinder platoons sometimes gain the reputation for aloofness 
and keeping to themselves, especially on long voyages aboard a 
Fleet ship.  While there are certainly Pathfinders who enjoy their 
elite status it is usually the reputation these troopers possess that 
causes others to keep their distance.  Most, however proud they 
may be to have made it past selection and training, see themselves 
as troopers first and Pathfinders second.  Once befriended, many 
in the Mobile Infantry are surprised at the camaraderie expressed 
by the Pathfinders.

Operation Total Closure
As the Road to Victory began to crumble, bug activity sprung up 
across dozens of outpost systems, threatening to sever the lifeline 
of logistical support to frontline units.  One such uprising 
occurred in the Huy system but a full Mobile Infantry division 
on transfer to Federation space was fortunately present on the 
world to eliminate the new infestation.  Among them were two 
platoons of Pathfinders who were duly tasked to infiltrate a 
major bug colony, plant atomics and then seal the tunnel system 
before detonating the charges.

A full assault was staged by the Mobile Infantry on several 
carefully selected bug holes to draw the main strength of 
warrior bugs into prepared fire lanes.  This diverted attention 
away from the Pathfinder teams who entered the colony from 
more distant locations.  Navigating their way through the entry 
tunnel network, the Pathfinders encountered light resistance and 
overcame all Arachnid ambushes and traps while sustaining little 
more than light injuries.  As cap troopers fought several miles 
away under ever-growing waves of warriors, the Pathfinders 
began to penetrate the first chambers of the colony, reaching 
depths that few active units had ever reached before.

Secreting their atomic charges within the walls of large bug 
chambers, the Pathfinders began their retreat, only to find 
their exit route blocked by swarms of warrior and blister bugs.  
Concerted assaults on the bug line were repulsed and casualties 
among the Pathfinders began to mount as troopers fell to claw 
and acid blast.  

On the surface, cap troopers began to pound bug holes with 
missile and plasma fire in an effort to seal the warrior bugs 
within their colony and halt the flow towards their own lines 
in accordance with the pre-scheduled timeline of battle.  For 
their part, the Pathfinders had explored the surrounding 
territory of the tunnel network leading out of the colony, 
only to find that the Arachnids had successfully boxed them 
in, no doubt directed by a brain bug that had detected their 
intrusion earlier.  The Pathfinder’s commanding officer, aware 
that the colony’s destruction was vital for the outpost world and 
that communications to surface units were being jammed by 
the Arachnids, activated the atomic countdown remotely and 
detailed his command squad to adopt a defensive position at 
a nexus of tunnels.  The rest of this force he sent forward as a 
spear to penetrate the Arachnid swarms and make their way to 
the surface.  At such close ranges, the Arachnids were able to 
inflict horrendous casualties on the escaping Pathfinders but the 
officer and his squad destroyed enough warrior bugs to compel 
reinforcements to converge on his position.

The officer, whose name has still not been released to the 
Federation as a whole, never re-emerged from the Arachnid 
colony and it is presumed he and his men were eventually 
overwhelmed by ever increasing numbers of warrior bugs 
charging from multiple tunnels.  However, their sacrifice 
allowed the other Pathfinder units to escape relatively intact 
and once a combination of explosive charges and Fleet attacks 
had closed the bug holes in the vicinity, the atomics they had 
prepared detonated, shaking the ground for miles around and 
utterly vaporising every Arachnid still underground.  After this, 
the battle moved on to the smaller colonies on Huy but the back 
of the Arachnid strength had been broken on this world with the 
destruction of this important colony.

Operation Orange Dawn
After the ill-fated Klendathu Invasion, Sky Marshal Maru 
announced that the Tancred system would serve as an important 
strategic staging post for continued operations in Klendathu’s 
system.  Arachnid presence was high but the combination of 
the system’s galactic position and the fourth planet’s natural 
resources made it a prime consideration for a major colony 
and Fleet base.  A Pathfinder platoon still known only by its 
codename, Bravo, was inserted and individual squads dispersed 
to hunt down plasma bug concentrations before the Fleet took 
position in orbit.  The aim was to annihilate any threat to the 
main invasion force, thus avoiding the fate so many transports 
and cruisers faced in orbit above Klendathu.
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Of the six squads that were inserted, only 
one returned.  Dropping into ‘Plasma Alley’ 
carrying heavy weapons and remote bombs, the 
Pathfinders soon found themselves surrounded 
by warrior bugs.  Their communications were 
quickly disrupted and a major storm had begun 
to stir across the entire world – the mission was 
a disaster from the start.

In the final analysis, no plasma bugs were found 
by the Pathfinders, much less destroyed and 
the invasion was delayed by a week until the 
planetary storm died down to sufficient levels 
to permit drops.  During this time, squads were 
slaughtered by Arachnid swarms and only a 
single squad led by Lieutenant Jayne Daxson 
survived for rendezvous with a Slingshot.  They 
trekked across more than two hundred miles 
to avoid Arachnid patrols and locate high 
ground that was free from the high winds of 
the storm.

Operation Anaconda
During the Arachnid assault on Janus VII, 
several Pathfinder platoons were used in special 
operations, typically armed reconnaissance 
sweeps used to locate high concentrations of bug 
swarms for attack by massed Fleet assets.  Much 
of this was initially done by illuminating key 
Arachnid swarms with pulsing infrared marker 
beams which were invisible to the naked eye 
but detectable by TAC Fighters and Bombers.  
However, repeated attacks upon Pathfinder 
positions soon revealed that the bugs had their 
own methods of detection.  

Later missions involved Pathfinder squads 
passing on co-ordinates to Fleet craft and then 
remaining in the area to make corrections as 
the Arachnids moved.  This was a decidedly 
low-tech approach but it proved successful, 
with the Pathfinders often sweeping the area 
after an attack to mop up any surviving bugs.  
One squad often proved the equal to a whole 
platoon of regular Mobile Infantry in these ad 
hoc missions and enabled Military Intelligence 
to confidently declare sectors clear after attack.

The operation proved remarkably successful until the 
reconnaissance sweeps moved into more mountainous sectors 
where extensive tunnel networks allowed the Arachnids to avoid 
Fleet bombardment and air attack with virtual impunity.  At this 
point, the entire campaign changed in nature with the Mobile 
Infantry massing its strength and digging in for a protracted 
battle.  The Pathfinders still had a role to play and many were 

tasked with highly dangerous missions to seek out and destroy 
brain and overseer bugs within the tunnels.  Casualties were 
high but after two months of constant fighting, the Arachnid 
command structure had been sufficiently weakened to allow the 
Mobile Infantry to begin having an impact upon the swarms.  
It would take another six months for the Arachnid infestation 
to be completely wiped out but, by this time, the bugs were 
effectively neutralised as a fighting force capable of hindering the 
colony growing on Janus VII.
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